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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. Features 

[CORE-1512] - Option for Dynamic loans to not accrue late interest 
(phase 1 & phase 2) 

Mambu is introducing a new feature for our tenants to not accrue and apply late interest for Dynamic 
Loans. This option will be available for Declining balance (Equal Installments) interest calculation and 
for Reduce Number of Installments pre-payment recalculation.  
The feature covers all Payments methods:  
- standard payments  
- balloon payments  
- optimised payments.  
 
This new feature is available for you via API 2.0 and via UI.  
 
Option for Dynamic Loans to not accrue late interest will be available for you with this release. There 
are no actions needed on your side. 
 
Aha Reference: LNS-37 and LNS-38 

2. Improvements 

[CUS-991] - Modify the GET /api/clients API V2 to use native queries 

We have optimised the queries that are being used behind the scenes and in this way we bring a 
major performance improvement when it comes to requesting client data via APIs 2.0.  

 

[API-1934] - Read Identification Document Templates via API 2.0 

Client document templates has now been enabled for read via API 2.0. 
 

3. Bugs 

[CORE-1652] - Cron delays due to accounting summaries reset 

Some of our tenants with big databases were facing performance issues, because accounting 
summaries were computed from scratch after cron job was run. Mambu addressed the issue and 
provided a fix by adding a check to skip the recreation of the accounting summaries in the same day, 
in case the background process already took place with success. 

 

[CUS-500] - Creating Clients should not update Client Role 

Fixed a concurrency issue discovered on creating multiple clients at the same time by different users. 
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[CUS-1199] - Incomplete value is shown for product document 
templates when 'FORMAT' text is used in body 

Product document templates would sometimes cut text from the template due to formatting issues. 
This has now been fixed and text is properly displayed both at account and transaction level. 
 
[CUS-1437] - Loans/Deposits custom view - Filter "Created" 
overriding "Created (Client)" filter 

Fixed the filtering for loan and deposit accounts custom views when using date ranges. Filters are 
now saved and applied as configured. 

 

[FIX-92] - GL account cannot be deleted after the linked savings 
product was previously removed 

The deletion of a GL account that was previously mapped to a savings product was not possible even 
if the linkage to the product was removed.  
With this fix, the GL accounts that are not linked to any existing products can be deleted. 

 

[FIX-809] - Journal entries of write-off not equal to write-off 
transaction for account imported with fees 

When Writing-Off a Loan Account (Dynamic or Fixed) with fees applied, including arbitrary fees, the 
journal entries logged in accounting are not including also the applied arbitrary fees.  
With this fix, when Writing-Off a Loan Account, the transactions, and the journal entries will equal the 
same amount, including also the arbitrary fees applied. 

 

[IAA-183] - Support user should not be able to send test SMS 

With this fix, we removed the ability for Mambu Support Roles users to be able to send test SMSs 
from any tenant environment they might be offering assistance on, to improve the access models for 
tenants data.  
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[TCS-730] - Exception thrown when deleting a Role that is also 
used as filter in notifications 

When deleting a role that is also used as part of a notification filter, an exception thrown as a 
dependency was in place. With this fix, once you delete a role used in a notification filter, then the 
custom filter constraint is also deleted, directly affecting the notification. For awareness, we have 
added a validation pop-up to confirm the changes before applying the role deletion. 
 
 
Sandbox release: Tuesday, 16th of April 
Production release: Wednesday, 8th of May 
 
Note: V9.16 was included in the deployment of V9.16.2 
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